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Somos, Inc., the Toll-Free Neutral Administrator, pursuant to § 1.2 of the Commission’s 

rules, hereby petitions the Commission for a declaration that a provider may not text-enable a 

Toll-Free number without seeking authorization from the Responsible Organization with 

assignment and routing authority for that Toll-Free number.  In addition, the Commission should 

clarify that any messaging provider that text-enables a Toll-Free number is responsible for 

ensuring that the number is properly registered with the Toll-Free Neutral Administrator’s Text 

and Smart Services (“TSS”) Registry to ensure accountability and promote open competition in 

messaging services.  Somos intends to file revisions to its tariff to reflect this requirement.   

INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Toll-Free numbers have traditionally been available for assignment to landline telephone 

subscribers, and Short Message Service – texting – was traditionally a mobile-to-mobile service.  

But, in recent years, these two services have intersected, as service providers have developed the 

technical ability to “text-enable” non-mobile numbers, allowing text messages sent from mobile 

devices to be delivered outside the wireless networks.1  For many subscribers to Toll-Free 

numbers – including businesses that make a significant investment in marketing what may be a 

memorable Toll-Free number – text-enabling their Toll-Free numbers has become an attractive 

option.2   

With the technical capability for text-enablement of Toll-Free numbers, however, has 

also come the potential for abuse.  The FCC’s rules guarantee appropriate controls over the 

                                                 
1 See White Paper, Texting with Toll-Free Numbers, Exhibit to Letter from Joel 

Bernstein, Somos, Inc., to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, 
WT Docket No. 08-7 & CC Docket No. 95-155 (Sept. 29, 2016) (“TTF White Paper”).  This 
petition does not address text-to-landline service, which involves conversion of text messages to 
voice messages for delivery to a landline number.    

2 See id. at 2-3.   
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assignment and routing of Toll-Free calls, but providers have the technical ability to evade those 

controls when they route text-messaging traffic to text-enabled Toll-Free numbers.  Not only 

does that give rise to the risk of spoofing, fraud, and other bad acts; it also undermines the 

competitive neutrality that the Commission’s number-assignment rules are designed to ensure.   

The Commission should address this situation by clarifying its existing rules to require 

appropriate controls over all uses of Toll-Free numbers to route communications traffic, 

something the Commission has ample authority to do under 47 U.S.C. § 251(e)(1).  Two basic 

controls are needed.  First, to ensure that a Toll-Free number is text-enabled only with the 

authorization of the Toll-Free subscriber and to ensure that unassigned Toll-Free numbers are not 

used for text-messaging, the Commission should declare that a provider may text-enable a Toll-

Free number only if it has sought appropriate authorization from the Responsible Organization 

(“Resp Org”).  Second, to ensure both that messaging providers are held accountable and that the 

routing of text-messaging traffic to Toll-Free numbers is subject to competition, the Commission 

should require that any text-enabled Toll-Free numbers be registered with the Toll-Free Neutral 

Administrator’s TSS Registry.   

 A declaration that these basic controls are required would not constitute heavy regulation 

– far from it.  These basic rules of the road give effect to the statutes and rules governing 

numbering administration, reflect the existing role of the Toll-Free Neutral Administrator, and 

will impose no additional significant costs.  And they will ensure that this industry can continue 

to grow and thrive, driven by robust competition and confidence in the security and integrity of 

the system. 
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BACKGROUND 

I. TOLL-FREE CALLING AND SOMOS’S SMS/800 DATABASE 

Toll-Free calling and Toll-Free numbers have achieved and maintained enormous 

popularity in the United States because of their geographic universality, convenience, and 

marketing potential.3  And a robust and extremely competitive industry has developed to ensure 

that businesses and consumers can take full advantage of Toll-Free number capabilities.   

At the center of the Toll-Free-number ecosystem is the SMS/800 database, which Somos 

– a not-for-profit corporation – administers subject to strict neutrality requirements.4  Pursuant to 

the current tariff, which Somos files annually, the SMS/800 database “is an operations and 

administrative support system used for the creation and maintenance of call processing records 

for toll-free telephone numbers.  It is also the source of toll-free number availability and 

reservation status information.”5  Pursuant to this Commission’s rules, the SMS/800 database is 

the single, definitive source for number assignment and call-routing information for Toll-Free 

numbers in the United States.   

When the Commission introduced Toll-Free number portability in 1993, it recognized 

that a service provider did not need to offer any particular communications service to a customer 

to be able to take responsibility for the proper routing of that customer’s Toll-Free traffic.6  

Accordingly, the Commission determined that any entity that can demonstrate the required 

expertise and financial responsibility for managing Toll-Free numbers could apply to become a 

                                                 
3 See, e.g., Second Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Toll 

Free Service Access Codes, 12 FCC Rcd 11162, 11166, ¶ 4 (1997) (“Second Report and Order”). 
4 See generally Order, Toll Free Service Access Codes, 28 FCC Rcd 15328 (2013).   
5 Somos, Inc. F.C.C. Tariff No. 1, § 2.1 (issued Nov. 3, 2015) (“SMS/800 Tariff”), 

available at https://portal.somos.com/ResoPDF/PublicDocuments/SMS800FunctionsTariff.pdf. 
6 See Order, Provision of Access for 800 Service, 8 FCC Rcd 1423, 1428, ¶¶ 41-42 (1993). 
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Resp Org with access to the SMS/800 database.  A would-be Toll-Free subscriber works with a 

Resp Org, which can reserve an available number for the subscriber and “manage[] and 

administer[] the appropriate records in the SMS/800 [database]” to ensure the correct routing of 

the subscriber’s Toll-Free traffic.7  The routing information in the SMS/800 database is 

broadcast to Service Control Points, which in turn provide that routing information to carriers.8   

The Commission has regulatory authority over Toll-Free numbers pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 

§ 251(e)(1), which gives the Commission “exclusive jurisdiction over those portions of the North 

American Numbering Plan that pertain to the United States.”  The Commission has put in place a 

basic set of regulations “to ensure the efficient, fair, and orderly allocation of toll free numbers.”9 

These include prohibitions on warehousing,10 hoarding,11 and brokering12 of Toll-Free numbers 

and limits on the quantity of Toll-Free numbers that a Resp Org may reserve.13  “Toll free 

                                                 
7 SMS/800 Tariff § 2.3. 
8 See Fifth Report and Order, Toll Free Service Access Codes, 15 FCC Rcd 11939, 

11941, ¶ 2 (2000).   
9 Second Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd at 11164, ¶ 2; see also id. at 11176, ¶ 18. 
10 Warehousing “is the practice whereby RespOrgs, either directly or indirectly through 

an affiliate, reserve toll free numbers from the SMS database without having identified 
subscribers for whom they are reserving those numbers.”  Id. at 11179, ¶ 22.  It is “inconsistent 
with [the Commission’s] obligation under § 251(e)(1) to ensure that numbers are made available 
on an equitable basis.”  Id. 

11 “Hoarding occurs when a toll free subscriber acquires more numbers from a RespOrg 
than it intends to use for the provision of toll free service.”  Id. at 11189, ¶ 38.  It is “contrary to 
the public interest” because “the pool of available numbers decreases” and “can also result in 
some customers being unable to obtain toll free numbers, even though certain numbers are not 
being used.”  Id. 

12 Brokering “is the selling of numbers by private entities for a fee.”  Id.  It “provides 
motivation for hoarding” and “is not in the public interest.”  Id. 

13 Id. at 11210, ¶ 78. 
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numbers shall be made available on a first-come, first-served basis unless otherwise directed by 

the Commission.”14 

II. TEXTING TO TOLL-FREE NUMBERS 

Text messaging came into its own in the United States in the early years of this century 

after the wireless industry, under the auspices of CTIA, developed interoperability guidelines to 

facilitate the exchange of text-messaging traffic between different providers’ networks.  

Traditionally, text messaging was a mobile-to-mobile service; although it was technically 

possible to send text messages to or from a non-mobile computer, such “application-to-person” 

texting was generally accomplished using Common Short Codes, in part to avoid the risk of 

mass-generated spam text messages originating from ordinary 10-digit numbers.15   

In recent years, however, the industry began to offer businesses the ability to receive text 

messages sent to Toll-Free numbers – and to send texts in response – by “text-enabling” the 

numbers.  The routing of such text-to-Toll-Free messages, unlike the routing of Toll-Free voice 

traffic, is not performed over the PSTN.  When a wireless customer sends a text to a Toll-Free 

number, the wireless provider typically recognizes the number by virtue of the 8XX NPA and 

then sends the text message to a hub provider that is responsible for delivering the text to the 

Toll-Free subscriber’s messaging provider, which in turn delivers the message to the 

subscriber.16   

At present, there is no technical reason that the messaging provider needs to be the 

subscriber’s Resp Org or to have any contact with the Resp Org.  Because the routing of a text-

                                                 
14 47 C.F.R. § 52.111.   
15 See Common Short Code Administration, About Short Codes, 

https://www.usshortcodes.com/info/about_short_codes/faqs/. 
16 See TTF White Paper 6.   
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to-Toll-Free message does not touch the PSTN, the messaging provider currently does not need 

to enter routing information into the SMS/800 database for text-messaging traffic; likewise, the 

hub provider may not need to obtain routing information from the Toll-Free Neutral 

Administrator.  As a practical matter, the hub provider often relies instead on private 

arrangements with messaging providers to identify and route text-messaging traffic sent to the 

messaging providers’ subscribers.   

The fundamental problem with this system is that, when providers bypass the Toll-Free 

numbering assignment and routing system, there are no controls to ensure that a Toll-Free 

number is text-enabled only for the proper Toll-Free subscriber or other entity that controls the 

Toll-Free number.  As a technical matter, once a wireless provider delivers a text message to a 

hub provider, the message can be delivered to any entity with the ability to receive it.  For 

example, an office supply store (say, “Staplers, Etc.”) might subscribe to the Toll-Free number 

1-888-STAPLER.  A rival store (say, “Folders and More”) might ask a service provider to text-

enable the Toll-Free number 1-888-STAPLER for delivery to Folders and More.  A customer 

seeking to send a text to Staplers, Etc. would therefore have her message misdirected, and she 

might be subjected to unwanted marketing or other deceptive practices.  To cite another example, 

a customer might ask a provider to text-enable a Toll-Free number that is unassigned – and thus 

make that number effectively unavailable for appropriate assignment through the SMS/800 

database.  Scammers could likewise use text-enabling to “spoof” legitimate businesses.   

These risks are not merely theoretical.  QSI Consulting recently conducted a test in which 

several of their analysts obtained Toll-Free numbers from Resp Orgs and then provided 

colleagues with the numbers and the assignee name – but no other account-related information 
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that might be used to verify a subscriber’s identity.17  In a majority of cases where Toll-Free 

numbers were not already text-enabled, analysts were able to text-enable another analyst’s Toll-

Free numbers by simply furnishing the 10-digit number and subscriber name – information that 

would be publicly available for any Toll-Free number – to a company providing text-enablement 

services that does not use Somos’s TSS Registry.18  The analysts were then able to send and to 

receive text messages using that hijacked number.19   

Furthermore, even if a messaging provider receives a request from the actual end-user of 

a Toll-Free number, that does not mean that text-enablement has been properly authorized.  

There are multiple circumstances where Resp Orgs or another entity that is not the end-user is in 

control of a Toll-Free number.  For example, in cases of “shared use,” a single Toll-Free number 

may be routed to a different user depending on the location of the caller.  In such cases, no single 

user is in a position to authorize text-enabling of the number.20  In other situations, a provider 

may offer Toll-Free service as part of a bundle of services, making clear that the provider is 

maintaining control over the Toll-Free number that is associated with the service bundle.  Indeed, 

the Toll-Free industry guidelines state, “For Shared Use Toll-Free or Bundled Services, the 

Provider of the Shared Use Toll-Free or Bundled Service is treated as the Customer.”21  In that 

circumstance, the user may have no right to authorize text-enablement.22   

                                                 
17 See TTF White Paper 19-20.   
18 See id. at 20 (finding that 60 percent of attempts were successful by the next business 

day).   
19 See id. 
20 See Somos Inc., Notice of Ex Parte, WT Docket No. 08-7 & CC Docket No. 95-155 

(Sept. 2, 2016).   
21 Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions, Industry Guidelines for Toll-Free 

Number Administration, ATIS-041700-002, at 2 (Oct. 2016). 
22 See id. 
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The haphazard approach to text-enabling Toll-Free numbers creates additional problems.  

A cornerstone principle of the Communications Act of 1934 and the Commission’s numbering 

regulations is that number assignment and management should be handled in a competitively 

neutral manner.23  One aspect of that neutrality is that all providers must have non-

discriminatory access to the routing information they need to direct communications traffic to the 

subscriber to which a number is assigned.  In the case of text-enabled Toll-Free numbers, 

however, there has been no requirement that providers use a neutral database to define the proper 

routing for a text-enabled Toll-Free number.     

This has created serious competitive problems.  For one thing, a hub provider that gains a 

first-mover advantage as a result of arrangements with wireless providers can reinforce its 

competitive position by requiring messaging providers to give the hub provider routing 

information concerning the text-enabled Toll-Free numbers that they serve.24  In the absence of 

an accessible database, would-be competitors may face obstacles in developing comparable 

information.   

Just as serious, to the extent the hub provider is not competitively neutral but actively 

competes as a messaging provider as well, the hub provider has the incentive and ability to 

engage in conduct that puts competing messaging providers at a disadvantage.  For example, the 

hub provider can impose excessive charges for interconnection, thus raising its rivals’ costs and 

favoring its own traffic.  The hub provider can degrade a competitor’s service by blocking or 

delaying delivery of messages directed to recipients served by rival messaging providers.  The 

hub provider has the ability to dictate technical standards and thereby squelch innovation.  And 

                                                 
23 See 47 U.S.C. § 251(e)(1); cf. 47 C.F.R. § 52.12. 
24 See TTF White Paper 7-8.   
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the hub provider can obtain information about its competitors and their customers, using that 

information to market its services to those customers.25  These practices are anathema to the 

Commission’s – and Congress’s – approach to numbering.     

III. SOMOS’S TSS REGISTRY 

Various participants in the text-to-Toll-Free ecosystem approached Somos to express 

concerns about the lack of integrity and competitive neutrality currently affecting text-to-Toll-

Free services.  In response to these concerns, Somos has developed and implemented 

functionality to ensure that the industry has a neutral source of service registration and routing 

reference information for text-enabled toll-free numbers.  In particular, Somos created the TSS 

Registry as an ancillary system to the SMS/800 database to centralize the service registration and 

routing reference information for messaging providers, routing database providers, Resp Orgs, 

and others in the messaging and Toll-Free ecosystems.   

As an ancillary service of the SMS/800 database, the TSS Registry serves as the 

authoritative registry of Toll-Free numbers enabled for texting and other smart services, which 

allows messaging providers to enable and establish non-voice communications services on 

behalf of Toll-Free subscribers.26  The TSS Registry includes functionality to ensure that only 

working Toll-Free numbers can be text-enabled.  In addition, the TSS Registry ensures that a 

number cannot be text-enabled without the authorization of the Resp Org with responsibility for 

that Toll-Free number.  The TSS Registry is administered by Somos as, a trusted neutral party 

                                                 
25 See id. at 8-15.   
26 Currently, the TSS Registry supports Short Messaging Service texting only.  Planned 

expansions to support Multi-Media Messaging Service and Rich Communications Services will 
be implemented next year.   
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that does not compete in providing messaging services to end-users, message routing services, or 

messaging aggregation services.27   

Messaging providers are given access to the TSS Registry after completing a brief, on-

line certification.  Once certified, messaging providers create registry entries for each Toll-Free 

number for which they have been authorized to provide service.  Each entry includes the Toll-

Free number and Routing Reference Information – a four-digit code that routing database 

providers use to identify where a text-to-Toll-Free message should be routed.28  Once the 

provider enters information in the TSS Registry, the TSS Registry communicates with the 

SMS/800 database to determine whether or not the number has been reserved in the SMS/800 

database, and the current Resp Org for the Toll-Free number in question.  In alignment with the 

processes and procedures for the SMS/800 database, an automated notification e-mail is then 

sent to the Resp Org primary contact.  In response, the Resp Org can access the TSS Registry to 

approve the request, at which point the Routing Reference Information is made available and the 

service effectively activated.29  The Resp Org may also reject the request if (and only if ) there is 

a legitimate justification for doing so – such as an unauthorized request or incorrect end-user 

contact information.   

Currently, Resp Orgs are given up to two business days to act on a request.  If no action 

is taken, the request expires and is rejected by default.  In that event, messaging providers can 

                                                 
27 See TTF White Paper 11.   
28 There are various ways to route such messages at different points in the 

communications chain, and the four-digit number can therefore be associated with various types 
of information, including, for example, the identity of a message aggregator, an IP address, or a 
ten-digit telephone number.   

29 The Resp Org can also “Auto-Approve” the request, which signifies approval of all 
future requests from the same service provider.   
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submit a valid end-user letter of authorization directly to Somos to override the rejection of an 

expired request. 

Routing information is available on a near-real-time basis, via API, to any routing 

database provider, without charge.  The TSS Registry is effective:  the analysts from QSI 

Consulting were unable to activate text-to-Toll-Free services without authorization when Toll-

Free numbers were in the TSS Registry.30  Now that the TSS Registry is operational, Somos 

intends to add provisions to its tariff to govern the use of this aspect of the Toll-Free 

administration system, as discussed further below.     

DISCUSSION 

I. THE COMMISSION SHOULD DECLARE THAT AUTHORIZATION OF THE 
RESP ORG IS REQUIRED TO TEXT-ENABLE A TOLL-FREE NUMBER 

To prevent the unauthorized and potentially abusive text-enablement of Toll-Free 

numbers – and to protect the integrity of Toll-Free numbers for all purposes, including the 

“provision of telecommunications services”31 – the Commission should declare, under its 

existing rules, that the exclusive entity with authority to text-enable a Toll-Free number is the 

Resp Org responsible for the assignment and routing of that number.   

The Commission’s rules make clear that the Resp Org is the “entity responsible for 

managing” the records necessary for routing of Toll-Free service traffic.32  From the outset, the 

Commission determined that a subscriber’s Resp Org was the sole entity with “authority to 

access the [Service Management System] in order to input or change service information with 

                                                 
30 See TTF White Paper 20.   
31 47 C.F.R. § 52.1(b).   
32 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Toll Free Service Access Codes, 10 FCC Rcd 13692, 

13694, ¶ 7 (1995); see 47 C.F.R. § 52.101(b) (defining “RespOrg” as “[t]he entity chosen by a 
toll free subscriber to manage and administer the appropriate records in the toll free Service 
Management System for the toll free subscriber”).   
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respect to that number.”33  To be sure, until recently, Toll-Free numbers were used exclusively 

for voice traffic routed using the SMS/800 database; for that reason, the Commission has 

discussed Resp Org responsibilities with reference to that database.  But the importance of 

ensuring that Toll-Free numbers are subject to appropriate controls and safeguards is just as 

pressing with regard to text-messaging traffic as it is with respect to voice traffic.34   

The Resp Org, accordingly, must maintain control over the text-enablement of a Toll-

Free number, just as the Resp Org has control over the routing of Toll-Free voice traffic.  That 

control can only be assured if the Resp Org’s authorization is required in advance.  There is 

presumably no dispute that authorization to text-enable a number assigned to a Toll-Free 

subscriber requires the permission of that subscriber.  By the same token, an unassigned Toll-

Free number should not be text-enabled – otherwise, the Commission’s regulation requiring first-

come, first-served assignment of Toll-Free numbers would be undermined.35  Under the 

Commission’s rules, the entity with responsibility for maintaining the assignment of Toll-Free 

numbers is the Resp Org.36  Accordingly, the only entity with the ability both to verify the 

identity of a Toll-Free number subscriber and to confirm that the subscriber has authorized the 

text-enablement of a Toll-Free number is the Resp Org.    

The requirement of Resp Org authorization is also needed to give effect to the terms of 

the SMS/800 Tariff.  The tariff states that the SMS/800 database is “the source of toll-free 

number availability.”37   Under the terms of the tariff, Toll-Free numbers are only obtainable by 

                                                 
33 Order, Provision of Access for 800 Service, 8 FCC Rcd 1423, 1425, ¶ 19 (1993).   
34 Notably, the Local Number Portability Administrator has consistently been responsible 

for maintaining records used in the routing of both voice and text-messaging traffic. 
35 See 47 C.F.R. § 52.111. 
36 See id. § 52.101(b).   
37 SMS/800 Tariff § 2.1. 
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a Resp Org on behalf of a subscriber, and a Toll-Free number can only be assigned to one 

subscriber at a time.38  “[F]ederal tariffs are the law, not mere contracts.”39  They bind the 

service provider and the service recipient with the force of law.40 

Permitting users to text-enable non-working numbers or numbers assigned to other 

subscribers interferes with Somos’s SMS/800 tariff.  In particular, permitting a user to text-

enable a non-working number interferes with the tariff ’s provisions stating that the SMS/800 

database is the sole source of Toll-Free number availability and that only a Resp Org may 

reserve a Toll-Free number on behalf of a subscriber.  Additionally, allowing a user who is not 

the true subscriber to text-enable the number interferes with the tariff ’s provision stating that a 

Toll-Free number can only be assigned to one subscriber at a time. 

Simply requiring end-user authorization is insufficient to ensure the integrity of the Toll-

Free numbering system.  The Resp Org – not the end-user – is the authoritative source concerning 

the entity or entities that are permitted to use a Toll-Free number, as well as any restrictions on 

use.  For example, as noted above, Toll-Free numbers may be subject to shared use, where the 

same number is routed to a different end-user depending on geographic location.41  In the case of 

bundled services, the Toll-Free number is bundled with other services, such as advertising and ad 

tracking, messaging, product fulfillment, or other services.42  In those cases, the Toll-Free 

number is integral to the package of services, and control over the number remains with the 

service provider.   

                                                 
38 See id. § 2.3.1(A)(1), (7). 
39 MCI Telecomms. Corp. v. Garden State Inv. Corp., 981 F.2d 385, 387 (8th Cir. 1992). 
40 See Lowden v. Simonds-Shields-Lonsdale Grain Co., 306 U.S. 516, 520 (1939). 
41 See supra note 20 and accompanying text. 
42 See Somos Inc., Notice of Ex Parte, WT Docket No. 08-7 & CC Docket No. 95-155 

(Sept. 2, 2016). 
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The fact that a messaging provider must seek Resp Org authorization through the TSS 

Registry does not, of course, mean that the Resp Org can control which entity the subscriber may 

choose to provide messaging service to end-users.  On the contrary, the Resp Org would be 

required to provide authorization if the subscriber has made a request for service to a third-party 

messaging provider.43  The purpose of requiring Resp Org authorization is to ensure that the 

integrity of the Toll-Free numbering system is preserved – to the benefit of the Toll-Free system 

as a whole and the text-to-Toll-Free ecosystem in particular.     

II. THE COMMISSION SHOULD DECLARE THAT MESSAGING PROVIDERS 
MUST REGISTER THEIR TEXT-ENABLED TOLL-FREE NUMBERS WITH 
THE TOLL-FREE NEUTRAL ADMINISTRATOR’S TSS REGISTRY 

The Commission should further clarify that every Resp Org must make available routing 

information for text-enabled Toll-Free numbers through the TSS Registry.  Somos will file 

revisions to the SMS/800 Functions Tariff to define the rights and obligations associated with 

this added functionality.   

This requirement arises from the fundamental principle – reflected in both the statute and 

the Commission’s rules – that numbering administration must be carried out in a competitively 

neutral manner.  Section 251(e)(1) thus directs the Commission to “create or designate one or 

more impartial entities to administer telecommunications numbering and to make such numbers 

available on an equitable basis.”  47 U.S.C. § 251(e)(1) (emphases added).  And the Commission’s 

rules repeatedly emphasize the importance of strict neutrality in numbering administration.44   

It is inconsistent with this basic scheme for a service provider – particularly one that 

competes at the retail level – to seek to monopolize control over the routing information 

                                                 
43 The Commission can make that clear in ruling on this petition, and the requirement can 

be included in the terms of the tariff.   
44 See, e.g., 47 C.F.R. §§ 52.12, 52.13(a), 52.21(k). 
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associated with a telephone number.45  As described above, if a hub provider is permitted to 

monopolize routing information, it can foreclose competition simply by being the only entity 

with the ability to deliver traffic from wireless networks to messaging providers.  Moreover, the 

risks of harm to competition are far worse if the hub provider is also a significant messaging 

provider.  In that circumstance, the hub provider can effectively deny competing hub providers 

the ability to offer an alternative service by denying them routing information they need to 

guarantee effective delivery of traffic.  The problem is compounded in the downstream market 

for messaging services, because a monopoly hub provider can raise rivals’ costs for the delivery 

of messaging traffic, thus gaining an unfair competitive advantage and harming consumers.46   

Requiring that routing information be available in a neutral database will promote 

accountability in the case of any abuses of Toll-Free texting.  Because the identity of the 

messaging provider will be available, any abuses of the system can be tracked back to that 

provider and its subscriber.  Such accountability will also strengthen the protections of the 

Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 199147 and the Commission’s related orders.48  

 Given the Commission’s plenary authority over the North American Numbering Plan 

under § 251(e), and the need to protect the integrity of the Toll-Free numbering system for all 

users, it has the authority to require messaging providers to make routing information for text-

                                                 
45 The requirement for competitive neutrality in number assignment and administration 

does not depend on whether a particular number is used for telecommunications service or 
information service; accordingly, Somos’s request for relief likewise does not depend on whether 
SMS is characterized as a telecommunications service, a matter on which Somos has taken no 
position.   

46 See supra pp. 8-9.   
47 47 U.S.C. § 227. 
48 See, e.g., Declaratory Ruling and Order, Rules and Regulations Implementing the 

Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991, 30 FCC Rcd 7961 (2015). 
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enabled Toll-Free numbers available through a neutral database.  Somos has made that 

functionality available through its TSS Registry.  Somos intends to file revisions to its tariff to 

govern the terms and conditions of service associated with this functionality, as well as any 

charges.  The tariff provisions will reflect the requirement that a service provider include 

necessary routing information for all services provided using a Toll-Free number in the TSS 

Registry.   

 



CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Commission should grant the petition.
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